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About The Angelus Corporation

The Angelus Corporation is a global product 
and services provider for aerospace and defense 
industry solutions. The Angelus Corporation 
divisions include PIC Wire & Cable, specializing 
in aircraft cable, connectors and cable 
assemblies for over 45 years, and CertifyNation, 
offering engineering, certification, and kitting 
solutions, with decades of experience in the 
commercial aviation industry. Together, these 
divisions advance The Angelus Corporation’s 
mission to make its customers’ jobs easier. For 
more information, visit www.TheAngelusCorp.com.
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CertifyNation has extensive experience in avionics system and aircraft testing and analysis. Our engineers  
have crafted and supported a wide variety of testing procedures that we can perform both in-house and  
on-aircraft, including:

•  Flight tests

•  Ground tests

•   Transmitting portable electronic devices (TPED) &  
portable electronic devices (PED) testing

-   DO-294C - guidance on allowing transmitting  
portable electronic devices (T-PEDS) on aircraft

-   DO-307 change 1 - aircraft design and certification  
for portable electronic device (PED) tolerance

-  Advisory circular 20-164

-  PED ARC report 

We built a strong resource and partnership network that provides access to multiple sets of test equipment 
and testing teams. As a result, we can accommodate flexible testing schedules that meet your deadlines and 
minimize aircraft downtime.
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CertifyNation is an aerospace engineering services company dedicated to helping 
customers navigate the complex certification process for aircraft modifications. Our 
comprehensive suite of start to finish aircraft certification services will streamline the 
certification process:

Our engineering team has extensive experience in the global certification field and is known 
for accelerating certification timelines and delivery speed. Customers choose CertifyNation 
because our reputation is built on:

•  Engineering Quality •  Team Agility
•  Industry Expertise •  Professional Integrity

Engineering and Design
We engineer according to a set of holistic 

design principles, incorporating civil 
aviation authority regulations as well as 
OEM and airframe standard practices.

Manufacturing and Kitting
With an in-house manufacturing 

facility, we are capable of 
manufacturing complex engineered 

products, assemblies and kits.

Testing and Analysis
From in-house to on-aircraft testing, 

our engineers can develop and support 
a variety of testing procedures.

Certification and Substantiation
Our engineers specialize in the development 
of Supplemental Type Certificates (STCs) and 

have secured certifications on a variety of 
systems and airframes all over the world. 



CertifyNation’s in-house manufacturing facility is capable of manufacturing a wide range of engineered 
products and kits. Our turnkey kitting solutions streamline and simplify the assembly or installation 
process by pre-packaging and labeling part components and easy-to-read instructions in a convenient, 
portable kit to eliminate lost parts and reduce installation time. We offer a variety of manufacturing and 
kitting services to assist customers with their unique needs, including:

•   Sheet metal assemblies 
(Ex. antenna mounting doublers, brackets and adapter plates)

•   Wire harness and cable assemblies

•   Pre-wired equipment racks

•   Circuit breakers

•   Control panels

•   Commercial hardware

•   Installation kits 
(Ex. In-flight entertainment, ADS-B and RAAS)

•   FAA PMA kits

Our manufacturing facility has been audited by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and is a 
Production Approval Holder (PAH) that has been issued a Parts Manufacturing Approval (PMA). As a PMA 
holder, CertifyNation is approved to manufacture FAA PMA parts, assemblies and customized kits for 
aircraft modification and replacement projects.
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CertifyNation engineers are certification experts, specifically trained to create design and 
analysis data that is compliant with civil aviation authority regulatory and guidance material. 
We have developed holistic engineering design principles governed by civil aviation authority 
regulations and aircraft OEM standard practices. This holistic framework accelerates 
certification timelines by reducing design iterations and eliminating parts and designs that 
are non-compliant. 

Our extensive set of capabilities and experience include: 
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Engineering Capabilities
•   Discrete and complex wire and cable 

harnesses

•   Pre-wired rack/pallet/tray assemblies

•   Heavy power/circuit breaker/junction box 
development and modification

•   In-seat/off-seat/flight deck/crew station 
AC and DC power outlets

•   Layout of passenger accommodations 
(LOPA)

•   In-flight entertainment and connectivity

•   Large antenna/radome installations

Design Experience
•   Full scale systems engineering 

(requirements management, block 
diagram authoring, developing system 
architectures)

•   2D and 3D mechanical CAD

•   3D digital prototyping

•   3D electrical wire and cable harnesses

•   3D modeling, animation and rendering



CertifyNation specializes in the development of Supplemental Type Certificates (STC) for aircraft 
modifications. We are known for our ability to accelerate the typically long certification timelines. Our 
strong, longstanding partnership network of Organizational Designation Authorizations (ODA), ODA 
Unit Members (UM) and Designated Engineering Representatives (DER) allow us to streamline the 
certification process and increase our delivery speed.

We have managed and developed the installation, substantiation and certification of several different 
systems on various airframes, from Boeing to Airbus, including:

We have experience working with several international civil aviation authorities, including EASA 
and CAAC. Whether your certification needs are domestic or international, CertifyNation provides 
the expertise to get your aircraft certified.

•  In-flight entertainment and connectivity (IFEC)
•  Automatic dependent surveillance - broadcast (ADS-B)
•  Runway awareness and advisory system (RAAS)
•  Aircraft communications addressing & reporting system (ACARS)
•  Emergency locator transmitter (ELT)
•  Enhanced ground proximity warning system (EGPWS)
•  Radio altimeter system (RADALT)
•  Electronic flight bag (EFB)
•  Large antenna/radome installations

Our service specialties include:

•  Certification and substantiation
-  System safety assessments 
-  Structural substantiation reports
-  EMI ground, TPED and flight tests

•  Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) bilateral validation
•  Aircraft maintenance manual development
•  LRU development support
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